FL452

Eight bright white LEDs make the FL452 an ideal area light. A ratcheting feature allows you to open the lantern to 180° in 12 steps and it remains balanced at every angle, directing light exactly where you need it.

Choose from 2 brightness settings – low for extended battery life and high for maximum brightness. The light also has an Amber LED nightlight to make it easy to find in the dark.

Product Detail:
- Designation: Trailfinder
- Model: FL452
- Color: Green
- Power Source: Four "D" batteries
- ANSI/NEDA: 1.3
- Lamp: Eight bright white Nichia LEDs
- One amber LED nightlight
- Runtime: over 245 hours
- Typical Weight: 525 g (18.5 oz.)
- (without batteries)
- Dimensions (in): 2.9 x 5.4 x 7.64

Performance:
- Run Time
  - Continuous Use (70°F)
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VERSATILE
- Folding design allows 180° or 360° use
- Select from 3 light modes

BRIGHT
- Eight LEDs for excellent area lighting
- Reflective mirror increases light output

HANDY
- Light stands on its own for hands-free operation
- Low-drain Amber LED helps locate light in darkness

ECONOMICAL
- Low light setting for maximum battery life

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.